
With a powerful 25.2V battery, three power settings and intuitive memory function, your household
chores will be over, quicker.
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Product Details

FEATURES

Cyclonic Action, Double
Filtration
Cyclonic airflow action, with
mesh and micro filtration.

Crevice Tool
This flexible tool with the
detachable brush head
enables you to reach into
corners and narrow spaces

Aluminum frame Up to 53 minute run-time on
low setting

5 Step filtration

BENEFITS

Multiple floors, less time
The versatile multi-floor nozzle means this vacuum is equally
comfortable on carpet, wood, tiles, skirting and more, meaning
you wont have to fumble with switching nozzles between zones
in your home.

Well spotted
The powerful 7 LED headlights help detect dirt in those
hard-to-reach or dimly lit places, like cupboard corners and
under beds and couches, so you wont discover youve missed
a spot again.

Get a grip. Then keep it.
Youll hand it to this comfortable ergonomic grip. The intuitive
design safely positions your hands and wrists so they wont
fatigue, plus, the one-touch on-switch means no constant
holding required.

Stand by me
You can park the PQ91 anywhere, thanks to its self-standing
sleek design, which makes it easy to use, control, pause
mid-clean and store away.

Superior run-time
Whether a weekly sweep, or an intense deep clean, you can
rely on the 53 minute run-time*. With the powerful 25.2V
battery, three power settings and intuitive memory function,
your household chores will be over, quicker. *Run time based
on low power setting.

Nothing untouched
Now you really can keep every inch of your house squeaky
clean. The ultra-responsive full-tilt design matched with the slim
frame, makes for easy cleaning of traditionally hard-to-get
places like stairs, corners and under furniture as low as
140mm.
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Low noise, no fuss
More white noise than roar, the handheld unit offers high
performance at a lower volume than traditional vacuums.
Featuring a smooth airflow design and muted exhaust, you can
use it any time of the day or night, without disturbing your
household.

Start to finish high performance
Never lose suction again. The supercharged cyclonic system
that separates dirt from air, guarantees a consistent clean from
start to finish even as the dustbin fills up.

Glide and go
Manage unexpected messes on multiple surfaces with this
reliable charging design. For a hassle-free clean every time,
just grab from the easy glide magnetic cordless charge station
and go.
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Specifications

MAIN

Brand Electrolux

Product Type Hand held

PNC 900943272

EAN/UPC 7332543736836

Model/Part number PQ91-3EB

Replaces model None

Description Pure Q9 - Cordless Vacuum

Bag/Bagless Bagless

Warranty Period 2 years

DESIGN

Main colour Indigo Blue

Base colour Aluminium anodized

Accent colour Sienna Copper

CONTROLS

Electronics Auto & +/- Hand operated

Control position Handle

Filter indicator No

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Volt (V) 25.2

Battery cell, type Li-ION

Power brush No
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CONTROLS

Standby lamp Yes

ACCESSORIES / NOZZLE

Accessories Yes

Small brush Yes

Crevice tool Yes

PACKAGING & LOGISTICS

SINGLE PACKAGE

Gross weight (kg) 5.49

OUTER CARTON

Units in outer 1

Gross weight (kg) 5.99

Package width (mm) 245

Package depth (mm) 173

Package height (mm) 1063

Palette, units per 41

Max units in 20 ft cont. 643

Max units in 40 ft cont. 1311
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Max units in 20 HC ft cont. 1454
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ELECTROLUX FLOOR CARE & SMALL APPLIANCES AUSTRALIA

telephone: 1300 366 366
fax: 1800 673 326
email: info@electrolux.com.au
web: www.electrolux.com.au

ELECTROLUX FLOOR CARE & SMALL APPLIANCES NEW ZEALAND

telephone: 05 08 730 730
fax: 09 573 2382
email: floor.care@electrolux.co.nz
web: www.electrolux.co.nz

Terms and Conditions

IMPORTANT

This is a guide of product dimensions only. For complete installation instructions, refer to the manual provided with product.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

The descriptors and illustrations in this publication apply to the specific products and models described as at the date of issue. Under our policy of
continuous productdevelopment, product specifications may change without notice. Prospective purchasers should therefore check with their retailer to
ensure this publication correctly describes theproducts that are being offered for sale. All information supplied is to be used for general reference
purposes only and is on the understanding that Electrolux Home Products PtyLtd (Australia) and Electrolux (NZ) Ltd (New Zealand) will not be liable for
any loss, liability or damage of whatever kind arising as a result of reliance on such information. Colours ofproducts illustrated are as close as printing
limitations allow. Electrolux will at all times comply with its obligations pursuant to law including Trade Practices (Australian Consumer Law) Act and
Regulations.

WARRANTY

This appliance is warranted against manufacturing defects in Australia and New Zealand for 24 months following the date of original purchase of the
Appliance, where the Appliance is used for personal, domestic or household use (i.e. normal single family use) as set out in the instruction manual.
Where the Appliance and accessories (including nozzles, brushes or other cleaning attachments) are used for commercial purposes, the Appliance will
then be warranted against manufacturing defects in Australia for 3 months and in New Zealand for 3 months, following the date of original purchase of
the Appliance.
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